Correction: Plasma apolipoprotein E levels, isoform composition, and dimer profile in relation to plasma lipids in racially diverse patients with Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment

Andreas Giannisis¹, Asma Al‑Grety², Henrik Carlsson², Jennifer C. Howell³, William T. Hu³⁴, Kim Kultima² and Henrietta M. Nielsen¹* 

Following publication of the original article [1], the authors corrected an error in Abstract section. The sentence "Total plasma apoE levels were 13% higher in B/AA compared to NHW APOEε4/ε4 subjects and associated with plasma high-density lipoprotein (HDL) in NHW subjects but with low-density lipoprotein levels (LDL) in the B/AA subjects." under Results section of the Abstract was amended to "Total plasma apoE levels were 2.6-fold higher in B/AA compared to NHW APOEε4/ε4 subjects and associated with plasma high-density lipoprotein (HDL) in NHW subjects but with low-density lipoprotein levels (LDL) in the B/AA subjects.”.

The original article [1] has been updated. 
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